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a word of caution

Real marketing requires work.

You rarely find real marketing
techniques being shared.

I’ve taken the exact approach PR
firms use to generate massive
amounts of interest and exposure
for their clients, and simplified it so
anybody can do it.

And you’re going to piggyback off
that exposure. 
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the ingredients

Give people a reason for people
to visit your website

Put yourself where people are
already looking.

Make an irresistible offer. 



give
people a
reason

Guess what happens if you don’t
have a reason for people to visit
your website? They won’t.

“Build it and they will come”

doesn’t work (sorry).

Regurgitating the same old stuff
that everyone else is posting won’t
cut it either.

You need something exciting,

entertaining and relevant. 



But this takes things a step
further.

Your interviewee will need
to make a controversial
statement. The best way is
to polarize your audience.  

 

I’ll leave it up to your
imagination how you elicit
the controversial
statement, but generally I
find being honest and
upfront with interviewees is
the best approach. 

It’s not for the faint-
hearted.

The single controversial
statement will be your
hook. This is what you will
lead with, in your pitch.

 

I’ll show you how to get all
those things in one easy-to-

find package. 

It’s no secret that
interviewing people can be
a great way to benefit from
cross-promotion. 



put
yourself in
front of
people

Paying for adverts can be a
great way to generate leads, but
you’re not going to do that here.

Instead, at the very minimum,

you’re going to get free
exposure from the biggest
websites, blogs, social media
profiles and pages in your niche.

And you’re going to do that by
aiming beyond those authority
sites, and going for much larger
platforms. 



Even if you don’t land there,

your fallback options will be
perfectly-targeted.

“Shoot for the moon. Even if you
miss, you'll land among the
stars” - I don’t know who said it
first, but it’s true especially
when it comes to making your
mark.

This is where the real word
begins.

You’re going to do what
marketers do, and promote the
heck out this.

You pitch like crazy. 

Start with the biggest
newspaper, magazine, tabloids. 

Phone them, email them, talk to
the newsdesk and tell them you
have a scoop and you’re about
to publish it on your website -

offer them the exclusive, if they
credit you as the source.



Don’t be disheartened if the
newsdesk is short with you or
rude to you, that’s their job.  

And most newspaper and
magazine websites list their
journalists, so look through find
the ones who’ve written about
issues close to your niche and
contact them directly. They will
then take the story to the editor
on your behalf. 

A friend of mine in one of my
niches used a similar approach
for himself (i.e. not promoting
someone else), and got a slot on
a popular UK daytime TV show
called This Morning.

Another friend approached the
British press and ended up in
The Sun newspaper.



Since 2004, I have personally used this so my websites
could gain exposure from the BBC, USA Today, The

Guardian, The Observer and The Telegraph newspapers.

And due to the controversial and timely aspect of some of
my videos, a British television station invited me to

broadcast on their channel.

But even if the media doesn’t take an interest, then
prominent websites in your niche most certainly will.

This is also great for SEO - you will have authority
backlinks and a natural looking link profile.



make an
irresistible
offer

Once you have tens of
thousands of visitors, what
are you going to do with

them all?

You will have a great
opportunity to turn these

people into leads, and then
into customers.

The offer you make has to be
related to the interview and
the controversial statement.



get 'the easy
peasy
newbie
guide' here

If you’re interviewing a
personal trainer to the stars
who claims you can get
skinny while eating fatty
foods, then your offer should
have something to do with
weight loss. 

Now, if you’re looking for a
way to monetize your
website, or start a new one
from scratch, I will show you
can get step-by-step videos
on how to generate profit
with an affiliate business,
even if you’re brand new.

I recommend using a slight
twist, in this instance,

instead of sending the
traffic to a standard
squeeze page, place your
opt-in form at the top and
bottom of your interview. 

http://profitcopilot.com/easy-peasy-special-offer


how to find interviews

Amazon is a great place to start, but don’t expect responses from
best selling authors who are celebrities in their own right.

Sure, it won’t hurt to try and you might get lucky, but realistically
you’ll have an improved chance with slightly lesser known entities,
but who are still recognisable or prominent in your niche. 

Another way to find prominent people in your niche is through
Facebook. The Audience Insights tool is an amazing resource
containing valuable information and demographics you can use. 
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